The courses under the patronage of CPPT are intended for undergraduate and postgraduate students, scientists and other employees of the Charles University, as well as for the general public as a part of the lifelong learning program.

In the winter semester 2023 we are not opening any courses in English.

You can find our courses in Czech such as Management of Science and Innovation, Innovation Lab: Start a project, Entrepreneurship course, Living laboratory of collaboration, Map the System – Map the system and start the change, ? HERE.

In previous years we have offered for example the following courses:

Innovation in humanitarian aid
? Code TVOL0020, 4 credits
? The course took place at the Hybernská Campus (Hybernská 4, Prague 1)

? Read more about the course in FORUM Charles University Magazine:
Student event caps new course on humanitarian aid Text by Jan Velinger, 16. 1. 2023

The Centre for Knowledge and Technology Transfer at CU brings together experts and students from different faculties and fields. Interdisciplinary approaches can inspire new solutions in practice. Last week, the centre hosted an event capping a successful new course - in its first inception or test or pilot run - called Innovation in Humanitarian Aid. Forum was there.

Read the full article HERE

WIPO Summer School
? Summer School on Intellectual Property, September 6 – 17, 2021, online
? Coorganised by CKTT CU and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the Czech Republic's Industrial Property Office

? Read more about the course in FORUM Charles University Magazine:
WIPO Summer School at Charles University Text by Jan Velinger, 8. 7. 2021

"To an outsider, the IP or intellectual property regime can seem complicated. There are four main categories of IP protection, each protected a little differently (and each of which protects different aspects of innovation). When you add all the different geographic jurisdictions worldwide and realise that certain categories need to be registered within different jurisdictions separately, it can appear a little complex," says James Heller, a Prague-based expert on law and IP, who has been working with Charles University to bring the WIPO Summer School to Prague.

Read the full article HERE

Do you need an individual consultation?
? Are you considering starting your own business based on the latest scientific knowledge? Need advice on your project? We are here for you!
? Based on the consultation, we will advise you on how to proceed - we will prepare individual training for you and recommend mentors.
? Consultations are free of charge for all Charles University students and staff.

? Contact us - cppt@ruk.cuni.cz

Other courses you might be interested in...

Elements of AI+ – Introduction to AI

What is artificial intelligence (AI)? How does it impact our lives? And what are its possibilities? In cooperation with prg.ai and MFF CU we offer you an online introduction course on the topic of AI without a need of solid mathematics and IT background. The online course has been prepared by the University of Helsinki. CUNI students will be able to complete it in both English or Czech versions.

Ethics of AI
What does AI ethics mean? What can and can’t be done to develop AI in an ethically sustainable way? How to start thinking about AI from an ethical point of view? These and other questions are answered in a free online course in English developed by the University of Helsinki. The course is aimed at anyone interested in the ethical aspects of AI.

**Excellence in ReSTI (e-learning)**

- Online e-learning course in English
- The course is available to Charles University students and the public on the platform MOOC.